
 
       SPOTLIGHT ON LOVELAND2020 #2 

June 20 - 27, 2020 
The Ranch Events Complex Loveland, CO 

LAST CALL to shi! from the CAT power grid to the PERSONAL GENERATOR SECTION.  
ALL sites will have water and pump-outs. 

With an elevation of 4,982 feet; summers that are mostly warm and clear with lots of sunshine 
& low humidity; and average June temperatures which range from a high of 81 degrees to low 
of 46 degrees we are confident that 20A in Loveland will be more than sufficient.  We also 
know that some of you have physical needs which require more power and are concerned for 
the welfare of your pets on 20A and, even with a pet area complete with tent, wanted to 
provide another option.   

If, a!er reviewing the following Q&A’s, you wish to shi! from the CAT power grid to the 
Personal General Section, please email rally@airstreamclub.org by no later than January 22, 
2020.  NOTE:  Only those members who request to move to the Personal General Section 
will be parked in that location. 

Q:  Can I run my air conditioner on the 20A service during the Rally? 
A:  You MUST NOT run your air conditioner (even with an Easy Start-type device) due to 
the fact that by itself, even a high-efficiency, current-generation Airstream air conditioner (e.g. 
Dometic Penguin II), consumes 16 amps during operation and a peak of upwards of 24 amps 
during startup, even with an EasyStart device installed.  Yes, if you were using 20A on a 
campground pedestal, so! start devices would work; however, you will be one of several 
hundred 20A circuits on a shared CAT panel and don’t want to be the one to shut down your 
neighbors. 

Q:  What else can’t I run on the 20A service (and why not)? 
A:  Run as much on propane as possible to ensure you don’t trip the 20A circuit assigned 
to your trailer.  We will ask a#endees to switch both your refrigerator and water heater to 
propane. If you have solar, consider also switching off your built-in converter/charger by 
turning off the related circuit breaker in your Airstream. This itself could save up to 8-10 amps 
of current use. 

Q. Can I use my personal generator, on-board or external, while on the CAT power grid?   
A: NO.  This is a safety issue.  Similar to other International Rallies, use of personal 
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generators in the power section is not allowed.  If you wish to use your personal generator, you 
will need to move to the Personal Generator Section 

Q:  What if I change my mind during the Loveland2020 rally and wish to move to the 
Personal Generator Section.  Can I do so. 
A:  If you have any concerns about your Airstream functionality while on 20A power, we 
suggest that you shi! to the Personal Generator Section now instead of waiting for a potential 
problem to occur.  It may not be feasible to relocate from your designated parking location  for 
a non-emergency during the rally. 

PERSONAL GENERATOR SECTION 

The Personal Generator Section will be located approximately in the small circled area (top/
right of property) on the map below: 

Q:  What are the hours of the Personal Generator section? 
A:  As with the CAT power grid, you may run your generator(s) 24/7; however, if they are 
above the noise restrictions indicated below, we will ask that you turn them off overnight. 

Q:  What about water and pump-outs in the Personal Generator section? 
A:  Standard water and pump-out services will be provided in the Personal Generator 
Section. 



Q:  How will I get from the Personal Generator section to the central meeting areas? 
A:  The Shu#le Service for the rally will serve all areas, including the Personal Generator 
Section. 

Q:  Is there a noise restriction on the Personal Generators? 
A: Yes.  All Personal Generators should be able to run at under approximately 60dB noise 
level (at 25% load). Most RV “inverter” generators meet this restriction. Some common 
examples: 
 •  Honda EU3000iS: 57dBA 
 •  Yamaha EF2000i: 51dBA 
 •  Generac iQ2000: 53dBA 
 •  WEN 56125i: 51dBA 

• Honda EU2200i: 53dBA 

Q:  Is there a Rally discount for staying in the Personal Generator section? 
A:  No. 

 

For more Loveland2020 details, including past Spotlights and updated FAQs, 
follow us at Loveland2020 and on Facebook 
 Rally apparel & accessories are available exclusively at LANDS’ END 

https://loveland.airstreamclub.net
https://www.facebook.com/Loveland2020/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://business.landsend.com/store/airstreamclubir/

